
May 2022

Dear Parents and Students,

In an effort to enhance reading, Cabrini High School requires that all
students complete Summer Reading.  Before the new school year begins,
you are to read the following books on your own:

AP English Literature and Composition

Their Eyes Were Watching God by Zora Neale Hurston and

How to Read Literature Like a Professor (revised edition) by Thomas C. Foster
(select chapters)

On the first full day of class you will be given a reading test on Hurston’s novel.  The assessment could
include trigger words, theme statements, character snapshots, quotations and/or multiple choice or
true/false plot questions.  This will count as the first grade in your English class.

While reading, pay attention to the following content:

1.    Setting: Record a description of both place and time; the setting may change - record them.
2. Characterization: As you read, pause to write down each new character introduced and note the

character’s appearance, personality, and connection to the plot.
3. Symbolism: A symbol is a concrete object that reveals a more significant insight.  Write down all

objects that possibly have a symbolic meaning and are important.
4. Conflict: There are many conflicts, both internal (within the character) and external (between

characters) within the story, so as you read, track the conflicts.
5. Theme:  The theme is the universal lesson of the novel.  What is the main theme(s) of this novel?

Following test day, your teacher will lead further discussion and activities, so please be prepared to
discuss the novel.

Due on the first full day of school are the following items: 1) Questions dealing with Their Eyes Were
Watching God answered completely on Google Classroom 2) typed analysis from some of Foster’s
chapters relating to Hurston’s novel (submitted on Google classroom.) If you do not have access to
Google Classroom, then bring the 2 items to class on the first full day.

1. Their Eyes Were Watching God

Read the novel by Zora Neale Hurston and answer the following questions. (I will include a copy here,
but I prefer that you answer them on Google Classroom.) These are analytical questions, please provide
insight and depth to your answers. I broke them down by chapters, so it is easier to approach.



2. How to Read Literature Like a Professor (revised edition) by Thomas C. Foster

Read the following chapters:

1. Every Trip is a Quest

6. …Or the Bible

9 It’s More Than Just Rain or Snow

11. …More than It’s Gonna Hurt You: Concerning Violence

12. Is That a Symbol?

14. Yes, She’s a christ figure, Too

18 If She Comes Up, It’s Baptism

After reading the chapters choose 5 of the 7 that you think are best represented in Hurston’s novel.  On a
google document, type a paragraph for each chapter providing insight or a connection to Their Eyes Were
Watching God. Please title the chapter and then write a good paragraph making a connection between
Foster's book and Hurston’s novel.  So, you will have 5 paragraphs for this assignment. You do not need
direct quotes, but you should reference the novel and how it connects to Foster’s ideas. So I should see
reference to Foster’s book and the novel in each of the 5 paragraphs.

We will be reading the rest of Foster’s book during the first quarter and completing a group
analysis.  You will also have assignments due during the presentations.  Bring Foster’s book and
Hurston’s novel to class the first week of school.

If you have any questions please feel free to email me at

tkeith@cabrinictholicschool.com

Have a great summer!

Mrs. Keith

mailto:tkeith@cabrinictholicschool.com


Their Eyes Were Watching God
Zora Neale Hurston

Write an answer to the following questions after reading the chapters. Please begin your answer under
the question and use a different color or highlight your answer. Provide some insight and thought to
your answers. This is due the first full day of school. If you do not have access to the Classroom page,
please type your answers on a document, print and bring the first full day of class.

Chapters 1-4
1. Reread the first 5 paragraphs of chapter 1.  How would you describe the narrative voice?

2. How does the narrator use figurative language to convey intense impressions?

3. How does the language of the characters differ from the voice of the narrator?  What does the
use of dialect add to the novel?  What challenges does it pose?

4. What sort of person is Janie? Quote 3 lines from chapter 1 to support your judgment.

5. What was Janie’s early experience with her own blackness? What does this detail add to the
story as a whole?

6. Janie feels close to the natural world. Quote 3 lines or phrases from chapters 2, 3, and 4 in which
she unfolds her perceptions of her life in metaphors drawn from nature. Explain the meaning of
the quotes.

Chapters 5-6
7. In describing Janie’s deteriorating relationship first with Logan, then with Joe, the narrator refers

to the disappearance of rhymes from their conversations. What does this mean? Why does it
happen with both men?

8. What does the mule-baiting incident show you about human nature?  Why does Jody buy the
mule? What significance do you attach to the mule’s funeral?

Chapters 7-9
9. How did Janie’s behavior toward Joe change, and why does he strike her during the incident

described at the end of chapter 7?

10. At the end of chapter 8, what did Janie see when she looked in the mirror? How does the
chapter end?

11. What is the meaning of the references to the horizon?

12. The story includes a little creation myth (p90 ch 9). What does it convey?

13. How does the myth relate to Janie’s sense of herself?



Chapters 10-13
14. What attracted Janie to Tea Cake? How was this relationship unlike her previous marriages?

Chapters 14-17
15. To what extent does Janie grow and benefit in her new life in the Everglades? Do you see the

side effects as mainly positive or negative? Defend your position.

Chapter 18
16. Review the story of the fight with the dog. Decide on the most important details, and discuss

their significance.

Chapter 19
17. Look again at the reference to the title in chapter 18. What do they mean to you now?

18. How does Janie view God as part of her relationship with Tea Cake?

19. How did Janie’s presence at Tea Cake’s funeral differ from her appearance at Jody’s?

20. How would you describe Janie’s testimony? Would you like to have “heard” what she was
saying? Explain

Chapter 20
21. In her closing words to Pheoby, Janie articulates some of the novel’s major themes. What are

they?

22. Explain the symbolism of the seed packet, the grindstone/sea, the sun, and the horizon.

23. What does Janie experience in the novel’s closing paragraphs?


